
 

 

 

METALLIC STANDARD BLEND COLORS 

     

  Wind   Jazz   Prairie 
   

  Fountain   Cave  Sunset 
   

   

 

REFLEXIONS

The samples shown are only close approximations and should not be used for specification purposes. 
Contact Dur-A-Flex to obtain actual samples for best color selection. 

TITANIUM with NIMBUS Accent DEEP SEA with SKY Accent COPPER with COFFEE Accent

GARNET with NIMBUS AccentPACIFIC with TITANIUM Accent NIMBUS with TITANIUM Accent

ReFLEXions Designer Floors can be further enhanced by combining any of the standard colors, offering limitless opportunities
for a one-of-a-kind floor. While the options are endless, please see below for some suggested accent combinations:  
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TITANIUM NIMBUS COPPER

HAZELNUT GARNET COFFEE

SKY

BLIZZARD*

SPICE

DEEP SEA PACIFIC ONYX
*Due to the natural ambering nature of epoxy, light colors should be avoided as the primary color in ReFLEXions floor systems.
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METALLIC STANDARD SOLID COLORS 

     

  Cloud   Twister   Crow 
   

  Pheasant   Leather  Arrowhead 
   

  Deer  Denim  Kauffman 

 


